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Answer: B, C, E 

QUESTION: 50 
IBM PureApplication System gives you the possibility to manually create clones of your 
existing virtual machine in order to handle increased workload. Which of the following is 
NOT a supported feature of virtual machine cloning? 

A. Multiple clone operations can occur simultaneously as long as they are tied to the 
same virtual system 
B. Any part within the virtual system can be cloned 
C. Any maintenance applied to the source virtual machine is automatically applied to the 
cloned virtual machine 
D. Script packages marked to run at virtual system creation time on the source virtual 
machine get executed at virtual system creation time on the cloned virtual machine  

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 51 
The Guided Service Tasks panel in IBM PureApplication System is only accessible to the 
IBM CE to perform which of the following tasks? (Choose three.) 

A. Replace a solid state drive 
B. Replace a power supply module 
C. Apply firmware updates to the system 
D. Replace a fan module  

Answer: A, B, D 

QUESTION: 52 
Virtual system patterns allow you to customize the middleware topology to suit the need 
for automation during repeatable deployments. Which of the following best describes 
ways to achieve this goal? 

A. Use of script packages and add-ons within your patterns 
B. Use of the extend and capture feature with your virtual images 
C. Use of Advanced Middleware Configuration (AMC) tool for onboarding your existing 
application 
D. All of the above 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 53 

how many management nodes are included with IBM PureApplication System?
 

A. One Master PureApplication System Management Node. 
B. Four Management Nodes total - Two PureApplication System Management Nodes and 
Two VM Management Nodes 
C. Two Management Nodes total - One PureApplication System Management Nodes and 
One VM Management Nodes 
D. Six Management Nodes total - Two PureApplication System Management Nodes, 
Two VM Management Nodes, and Two PureFlex Management Nodes 

Answer: B 
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